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Abstract

The revolutionary method of Genome Editing by CRISPR/cas9 was invented recently (Cong et al., 2013, Jinek et al., 2012). Replacing defects of DNA sequences with synthetic corrections is already an award-winning tool. Further, it resulted in a new Informatics-based industry (Alex and Caroline, 2016). Borrowing the words of Wired magazine “Easy DNA Editing Will Remake the World” (Sara, 2016., Maxmen, 2015). Hence, in the spirit of the brewing revolution, leading US genomics experts traveled to India (Richa, 2012, Gandhi 2015, and Pellionisz, 2012) to facilitate the inevitable unfolding of India’s potential to play a major role in global genome industry, based on the excellence, affordability and relative freedom from undue regulations in the process of transfer of informatics-based results into clinical applications (Pellionisz, 2012). To edit genomic DNA in cells and organisms is relatively simple for disorders caused by single nucleotide polymorphisms. However, for complex diseases caused by genome regulation malfunctions, to edit out errors in the genetic code, first we must understand the pristine code determined by the underlying mathematics. Genome Editing is presently in its infancy, focusing on animal models. Non-coding DNA and non-coding RNA, along with other “fractal defects” have not yet been replaced by “spell-checked” sequence-snippets, to the knowledge of FractoGene inventor Andras J Pellionisz. US Patent, 8,280,641. The question is inevitable “What code are we editing?” Simply put, with very few exceptions aside, those highly skilled in the art of genome editing do not really know the mathematics of the code they are about to edit. Furthermore, massive funds are invested in generating Big Data - and now Genome Editing is unstoppable to sift through the genome, particularly of its regulatory system, and to replace fractal defects with pristine sequences. The full mathematical underpinning of the Noncoding DNA and Noncoding RNA will take time to find what are the fractal defects in these regions and a thorough understanding of the not so junk “Dark matter” of the genome. The approach, however, promises an avenue to edit sequences by CRISPR technology. In cancer, thousands and thousands of mutations have been reported since it is a virtual melt-down of the genome. Identification of the fractal defects in early stage of cancer paves the way to Genome Editing with precision and accuracy with efficiency. Synthetic Genomics to manufacture sequences of any design in an eminently affordable manner – if we are sure we know “what the pristine syntax of the code is”. Inserting the edited correct version to replace Fractal Defects first calls for animal models (Gibson et al, 2010). We now have Whole Genome Sequencing, Synthetic Genomics and Genome Editing. A triad can be put together even for non-coding DNA segments of a) The protected intellectual property of FractoGene to compute Fractal Defects b) Synthetic genomics to cheaply manufacture an edited replacement-sequence, and c) Genome editing. Though editors must first know what is e.g., the mathematical (fractal) language of non-coding regulatory DNA. Our studies are aimed at providing an insight in to the regulatory non coding DNA, and how they play a role in disease mechanisms and progression. If deployed with the highest possible priority, India with US and European cooperation could claim a fair share of the global market of Genome Editing estimated by 2019 at $3.5 Billion (Rohan 2016). Indian prowess in informatics, mathematics combined with genome enterprise, could be a key factor to elevate the Indian participation in the global genomics and genome engineering industry.
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